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DESCRIPTION

163451

Macallan 12 Year Old Traditional

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$49.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The initial aroma is sweetish, winey and oaky; aeration allows the aroma to expand to include marzipan, treacle, molasses, honey, vanilla
bean, cinnamon and cocoa butter. The palate entry is sweet, creamy and assertive; at midpalate the flavor becomes intensely nutty, buttery
and bacon fat-like, with the beginnings of rancio. Remains one of Speyside’s standard-bearer 12 year olds." 90-95 pts. - Reviewed by: The
Wine Enthusiast

163433

Macallan 10 Year Old Fine Oak

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"Medium golden color. Sweet caramel, banana nut bread, and spice aromas. A round entry leads to a smooth, fruity sweet medium-to
full-bodied palate with toffee, layer cake, peppery spice, and a touch of straw-like tannin. Finishes with a nice heather, pepper, and caramel
fade." - Reviewed by: Beverage Testing Institute

161400

Double Barrel Blended Malt Scotch Whisky

$64.99

$49.99*

23%

Introduced initially as a Macallan-Laphroaig bottling from selected single casks of each (which we believe will continue as a “regular”
bottling), we have continued the process with selected single casks from different distilleries. That has been an intriguing and distinctly fun
process, whereby we have sampled and approved different casks then married/vatted them with different distillery Malts. That process has
developed to a point where we are also offering Ardbeg/Glen Rothes and Bowmore/Highland Park fusions. Whether you call this a vatted
Malt or a blend of Malts – we have brought together in each of these DOUBLE BARREL selections some truly individual and unique
character of nose, palate and finish, all left unchill filtered at 46% alc vol. We currently have the Highland Park / Bowmore Double Barrel in
stock.

50925

Provenance Macallan 14 year old

$49.99

N/A

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

